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In a nutshell...Sony Europe’s much anticipated (official) racer and first game 
from new UK based Evolution Studios.  Concerns were aired that this could be a 
‘tech demo’ and not necessarily a good game. The promises were substantial.  
Most hyped features (some astounding) never made the finished code and thus 
initial reaction to the game disappointed some.  Worthy of mention is the 
‘procedural backgrounds’ and curve rendered cars, both a first in racing 
games.  Whether they actually made it into the game is arguable.  Most of the 
technology failed to add to the gameplay.  It’s a slightly inaccessible game but 
with sim handling and some stunning, vicious, thoughtful and cunning track 
design.   In fact it was the later tracks which impressed most.   
 
The most impressive thing about the game wasn’t the Curve rendered cars or 
facial animation, or having all the stages and cars of the actual 2001 rallies, it 
was the huge vistas in which the game was played.  With real satellite data and 
photographs they actually recreated the real rally stages.  The gamer can see 
(weather permitting) many kilometres into the distance.  Climbing the Monte 
Carlo mountains, up into the ice, skidding through that and back down the 
other side into the sunshine was quite something.  The in car camera views 
were great and the tracks varied from car-wrecking Argentina to the super fast 
German tarmac or the Japanese mountain roads to the wet and slippy welsh 
mud and trees. 
 
Sadly the first game was hampered by being a bit too easy to play and had the 
most hideously long loading times.  Plus if you clipped a wall at all, the car 
would be immediately spun 180 degrees, completely destroying your flow and 
rhythm.  By version 3, sim physics, graphics and load times and the wall colli-
sion were all much improved.  Version 3 or 4 are the definitive versions. For 
Playstation 2 sim-rallying, this was the definitive game.  The competing PS2 
Colin McRae games were more of an arcade experience. 
 
By version 5 (2005) they had returned to a more arcade like experience and 
that was the last of it.  The official license expired (end of 2006).   Evolution 
went on to provide an arcade dirt racer Motorstorm for launch of the PS3 plat-
form. 

Richard Burns RALLY (Playstation 2 and PC) 
 
Do you like Olives?  RBR was quite like Olives: Very 
much an acquired taste.   Released 2004 Richard 
Burns Rally was very much on the dry side of simu-
lations—unforgiving, no humour and absolutely as 
true to the sport as possible.  And whilst would 
ordinarily make me salivate like a dog, for some 
that’s a little too salty.  Whilst I loved the game, it 
plays a little too slow and is far too difficult (for me 
anyway) so it never hooked me.  Very sadly, Rich-
ard died from a brain tumour not long after and Sci 
have not thus far released any further racing 
games. 

 

 


